
ME 1020 Engineering Programming with MATLAB 

Handout 05  

Homework 5 Assignment: 5.4, 5.7, 5.10, 5.14, 5.17, 5.20, 5.27, 5.31, 5.34 

 

 

4. To compute the forces in structures, sometimes we must solve equations (called 

transcendental equations because they have no analytical solution) similar to the 

following. Plot the function between 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 5 to roughly locate the zeros of this 

equation: 

𝑥 tan 𝑥 = 9  
 

Then use the fzero function to accurately find the first three roots. Finally, use the fplot 

function to plot the function in the vicinity of each zero.  

 



 



10. Many applications use the following "small angle" approximation for 

the sine to obtain a simpler model that is easy to understand and 

analyze. This approximate states that sin 𝑥 ≈ 𝑥, where 𝑥 must be in 

radians. Investigate the accuracy of this approximation by creating 

three plots. For the first, plot sin 𝑥 versus 𝑥 for 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1. For the 

second plot the approximation error sin 𝑥 − 𝑥 versus 𝑥 for 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1. 

For the third plot the relative error [sin(𝑥) − 𝑥]/sin (𝑥) versus 𝑥 for 

0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1. How small must 𝑥 be for the approximation to be accurate 

within 5 percent? Use the relative error for this calculation. 

 

14. The function 𝑦(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒−𝑏𝑡, where 𝑡 is time and 𝑏 > 0, describes many processes, 

such as the height of liquid in a tank as it is being filled and the temperature of an object 

being heated. Investigate the effect of the parameter 𝑏 on 𝑦(𝑡). To do this, plot 𝑦 versus 𝑡 

for 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 10 seconds and 𝑏 = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0 on the same plot. 

How long will it take for 𝑦(𝑡) to reach 98 percent of its steady-state value when 𝑏 = 0.5? 

 



 

  



20. When a constant voltage was applied to a certain motor initially at 

rest, its rotational speed 𝑠(𝑡) versus time was measured. The data 

appear in the following table: 

 

Plot the rotational speed versus time using open red circles. Then 

plot the following function on the same graph:  

𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑏(1 − 𝑒−𝑐𝑡);        𝑏 = 3010, 𝑐 = 0.1: 0.1: 0.6 

What value of 𝑐 provides the best fit to the data? 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 


